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Sequel to the  Bestseller, Weaving Man â€“ Love and Sacrifice: Book Two of the Prophecy

SeriesTwists of fate derail the plans Princess Katrin and her foster father, Menders, have made.

Though she has no desire to become the Queen of Mordania, Katrin finds herself being impelled

toward the Throne, no matter what she does to avoid it.An ancient Thrun Prophecy foretells the lives

of three "chosen children" and is linked to Katrin and her foster brothers, Hemmett and Borsen.

Loves are found and lost; choices, good and bad, are made - and three brilliant stars in the night sky

are inexorably tied to Katrin and her brothers, bringing love and sacrifice to them all.And Katrin

learns that even when everything that defined you is stripped away â€“ the soul survives and rises

toward the light."Do yourself a huge favor and buy the first book, then this book. Read them. Ms

Ford has a unique voice, great character and world building, and writes in a way that will make you

savor the story. I am enchanted by her story, a bizarre hybrid of fairy tale/adventure/steam

punk/magic/romance. Also lovely nods to equal rights and ethics, especially relevant today. Plus,

with assassins as heroes, and flawed characters who rise above their human errors, she has all the

archetypes covered. If you like the Johannes Cabal Novels, this is perfect for you." - Ellen, Verified 
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Wish there were 6 stars to give this book. I felt like Christmas morning when I saw this book was

available. After reading "Weaving Man" I couldn't wait to start this one. It did not disappoint. If

anything, it is better than the first, albeit, a bit darker. It opened a deeper understanding of

depression illness for me. Several of my family are stricken with this terrible curse. "Love and

Sacrifice" also is a love song without end, celebrating the depth of human emotion. It caused me to

re-evaluate my feelings regarding man-to-man bonding. What a wondrous journey into love and

sacrifice this book is. I urge you to read it and be drawn in to the world of Eirdon and all its many

facets. Thanks so much to Miss Tove for writing. Please continue.

I so enjoyed the second book of this series. This book was a somewhat darker than the first book.

At times I felt a little depressed but the writing is so engaging I wanted to keep on reading. Because

of the book's length I am glad the author is taking time between each novel. I was so glad to read

more about Menders, Katrin, Borsen, Hemmett, Eiren, Kaymar, Franz and others and was very

pleased to find out more about Cook and Varnia. The new characters, such as Petra, Stevahn and

Flori were a delight. It was worth the wait (as I said, I like the time between novels) and look forward

to the next book in the series.

I just finished this book and I'm totally exhausted. I'm almost glad there's a small break in the next

book coming out so I can clean my house and feed my starving children.This book was a lot darker

than the first one. It concentrated more on the men characters and less on the main character. We

get to see life from their viewpoints. The last 8% or so lightened up and I wished it had done this

much earlier. I know this was necessary for character development.Let me say, reading this has put

a new appreciation to mental disorders and depression and how hard they are to overcome.

Especially in this book, how it effects everyone around them. The author was excellent with this.I

anxiously await book 3, although my family does not.If I could give this and the first book a 10, I

would!

Do yourself a huge favor and buy the first book, then this book.Read them.Ms Ford has a unique

voice, great character and world building, and writes in a way that will make you savor the story.I am



enchanted by her story, a bizarre hybrid of fairy tale/adventure/steam punk/magic/romance.Also

lovely nods to equal rights and ethics, especially relevant today. Plus, with assassins as heroes,

and flawed characters who rise above their human errors, she has all the archetypes covered.If you

like the Johannes Cabal Novels, this is perfect for you.

very creative characters and loved the 7 spice soup recipe at the end. the princess and her

entourage of family and m protectors take on an adventure that keeps you coming back and the

struggles that they gave to endure makes for exciting reading.

Much like the first book in the series, I could not put it down. Very much enjoyed the new characters

as well as visiting with the characters from the first book. The characters go through many trials

which at times are hard to readz I appreciate how true their responses were to difficult times and

breaking of illusions. Looking forward to the next book!

We go on from here. I thoroughly enjoyed Love and Sacrifice even though I struggled a little with the

darker side of the story. I wanted some characters to be stronger in their challenges. But like life, we

all have our ups and downs, so I'm eagerly looking forward to reading the next book.

I wonder if I will live long enough to see these two books of the series become classics, because

they certainly will. Now, for book three!
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